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Aerial Hoop Bag

Product description
Practical aerial hoop bag. Travel with your aerial hoop wherever you want!

We offer the perfect solution for enthusiasts of aerial acrobatics: a bag for carrying aerial hoop. With our latest facility, aerial
hoop transport will no longer be a problem. The bag is comfortable and capacious: you can put an aerial hoop in it as well as
the accessories. You can easily pack the whole thing in the car or carry it on public transport. The material used for the of
bags is durable and thick enough to prevent the aerial hoop from being affected during transport. The travel bag is the best
solution for tournaments and aerial competitions.

At Flying Rose Sport, the bags come in two sizes:

•    Aerial hoop bag with a diameter of 80-95 cm
•    Aerial hoop bag with a diameter of 100-105 cm

Material
The aerial hoop bag available at the Flying Rose Sport store is made of the highest-strength polyester. It is an equivalent of
commercial cordura fabric, called material for special tasks. Cordura is used in the production of clothing intended to
withstand changing weather conditions, for cyclists and motorcyclists. Due to its durability, this material is used to create
tourist backpacks. The aerial hoop bag will survive harsh conditions as well. In addition to polyester, we additionally used a
foam filling to protect the equipment inside the bag. Our product is made in Poland, from local materials. Solid quality
guarantees that the aerial hoop bag will serve you for many years.

Specification

Material: Cordura 600 - highly abrasion-resistant material, additionally filled with foam
Type of stitching: industrial
Handles: 2 types of handles to carry the bag conveniently
2 shorter straps to be held in the hand or over the shoulder
1 long strap for hanging the bag diagonally (adjustable, the strap can be detached)
Pockets: Special pocket for opening on the outside and inside, perfect for accessories, a silk or sports outifts.
Durability: a bag with the highest durability, high resistance to weather conditions and abrasion
Color: black, white print
Made in: Poland

As an additional security measure, we recommend placing the aerial hoop in the foam-covered bag in which we sell our
hoops.

See other products from category AERIAL HOOP ACCESSORIES:

Muller Tape
Aerial Hoop velvel sling
Aerial hand loop
extension belt
magnesia
swivels
connectors

Do you have any questions? Write to us via the CONTACT tab.
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This product has additional options:

Hoop bag - size: Small (for lyra of 80-95 cm diameter) , Big (for lyra of 100-105 cm diameter_
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